Inglorious Geeks  Episode 2
1) 
Greetings
2) 
Jason’s Corner
● Blizzard’s blue posts
○ i. 
New legion beta changes – Notes from MMOChampion
1. 3 raid tiers coming in Legion! Two at release and another in patch
7.2 and 1 more later
2. 3 content patches
3. Patch 7.1 contains a new dungeon and released fairly quickly
4. New caster animations
5. Improved social features
6. Plan for a better release pacing in Legion
7. Tier 19 sets look fantastic
8. There’s a possibility of cosmetic items in the current content,
WoD, such as quivers, ammo packs and spell books.
9. Fishing artifact – has its own tree allowing you to teleport to the
nearest fishing node, walk on water and turning into a fish so you
can breathe underwater and swim fast.
10. It’ll take months to max out the weapon artifact traits.
11. Goal is to keep dungeons relevant for a long time in Legion
● 3D printing
○ Wow 3D import
■ Wow model viewer –1.6x the size model test  failed
● Mirror’s Edge Catalyst
○ Unattainable world time trials.
○ Main story line isn’t bad though they leave you to have to read the comics if you
want to know why Faith was in juvie.
■ Flashbacks to how her parents died.
■ Noah & Dogen
○ Makes me feel like it is a continuation of the game but with aspects from today’s
games like the open world aspect of it from DICE’s Frostbite 3 engine.
■ I enjoy the skill point trees you fill as you progress in levels giving you a
little sense of control over leveling your toon though quite a few are
locked by having to perform specific runs that are part of the story arc.
■ Decent graphics
■ Challenging finding fast paths to beat time trial runs but part of the fun.
■ Load times, ugh.
■ I enjoy the combat and idea of the shield you generate by running.
● Big Bear Growl
○ Shaman’s Harvest
○ Red Sun Rising
○ Sick Puppies
○ Candlebox

○
○
○
○

Black Stone Cherry
Scott Stapp of Creed
Pop Evil
My Order:
■ 7. Shaman’s Harvest
■ 6. Candlebox
■ 5. Scott Stapp
■ 4. Black Stone Cherry
■ 3. Red Sun Rising
■ 2. Sick Puppies
■ 1. Pop Evil

